ESOL 840 Nicol Spring 2010
Red tape two-week reserve books (3 for the semester)

Due dates: (circle the date you want credit for) #1- Thurs 3/04  #2- Tues 4/20  #3- Thurs 5/13

Title (always underline book titles): nonfiction or fiction (circle one)

Author:

Number of pages:

Names of main characters (=people):

Briefly summarize the plot (= story). Start with the Ws: Tell when and where; identify who; tell what the problem is. Use simple present tense if fiction, simple past tense for nonfiction (= true, factual). In English, we do not use the past tense to tell a movie or fictional book plot. Try to fit your words into this space. Prove to me you finished the book: Use the expression “In the end...” to tell me how the book ends.

Complete each sentence below and then add a few more sentences to explain your opinion.
1. I liked when...

2. I didn’t like when...

3. I agreed with the way that...

4. I disagreed with the way that...

5. I admired ______________(name of author or character) because...

6. I felt that ______________(name of author or character) should have _____ ... (past participle verb)

7. In this book I learned that...